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Free Bonus Giveaway at the End of the Book!Hereâ€™s a quick question: What would you do if

your boss ordered you to do something that is against your values?No, thatâ€™s not a trick question

because it is actually asked by most interviewers! If you are not sure what the best answer is, then

what you can do is find the right guidance.The good news is that you can find the help you need

from this book!In this book, you will discover the steps on how to prepare for any interview. But most

importantly, you will be able to answer the most commonly asked interview questions.Each chapter

will take you deeper into the sea of commonly asked interview questions and provide you with the

right strategies as well as concrete sample responses on how to respond to every one of them. The

questions range from the most basic, such as â€œHow well do you manage your time?â€• to the

most â€“ shall we say â€“ unusual, such as â€œHow many cows does the state of Georgia

have?â€•This guide is for anyone who is planning on going to any interview, regardless of whether

you are applying for your much desired position at your dream company or a top MBA program. The

purpose of this guide is to help you think for yourself and, at the same time, provide you with insider

tips that usually only interviewers know.So update your resume, polish those black shoes, iron that

dress shirt, and start practicing answering all the interview questions you could think of.
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Hi, Iâ€™m James Storey, and I am the founder and owner of JJS Publishing, Inc. and JamesJo



Store. I am an entrepreneur, musician, and internet marketer, and I also have passions for business

relations and musicology. Before realizing my dream of becoming an entrepreneur, I worked under

the CEO of a major music not-for-profit company. Realizing that having a boss was not how I

wanted to spend the rest of my life, I set out on my dreams of having my own business; where I

work my own hours and pursue what Iâ€™m passionate about- business. I graduated from Indiana

State University with a Bachelorâ€™s Degree in Music Business, which is when I realized how

passionate I was about the subject. I am currently looking into getting my MBA from Indiana

Universityâ€™s Kelley School of Business. I have advised multiple people on job searching, and

investing and finance, and I look to do more in the future as well. My other main passion is music.

Iâ€™ve helped musicians in their studies of Music Theory and Music History, as well as some

Saxophone Performance. Iâ€™ve played in numerous solo recitals, and a few concertos as well with

some very talented orchestra. My interests are broad, and vary from music to business and even

technology. My hope is to help as many people as possible who are interested in a variety of these

genres by releasing as much information as I can.

An excellent book - conversational, easy and straight to the point. James in this book has outlined

all the fundamentals needed in order to prepare ourselves for any interview. As I read through, I feel

that I was being coached by the author personally. He first explains about the situation, then asks

questions (common and the tricky ones) regarding yourself, your work ethic and your background,

etc. But he doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t just leave you there. He also provides sample responses that you may

emulate should you face trouble in answering them. A highly recommended book for those who

would like to master the art of the interview.

This is a great book. It talks about everything you need to know to perform very well in a job

interview. I am going to start looking for a job next week, and with this book, I feel pretty confident

about going to the interviews when they call me. It's not easy, you still have to practice, be confident

and prepare yourself before. But this book sure helps a lot during that process. One thing I really

liked about the book is that it shows you what are the most common questions that they'll probably

ask you in every interview, and also gives you an example of how you can answer those questions

in order to give a very good impression to the employer.

gave some really great interview tips I also liked how he answered the typical interview questions

with real examples and then explained why the answer was appropriate. very easy to adapt it to my



situation and experiences

This is the most unsophisticated interview prep book I've seen. This should be rated for 7-15 year

olds.

Very interesting points were presented. I liked the way various questions that were used in an

interview were explained. I've kept this book as a referral for future use.

Excellent resource to plan for interview questions.

I imagine that the main thing before a job interview is being prepared. This book will help you make

sense of how and what to do in this area. What I cherished about this book, was that it shows you to

accomplish more than simply play to your qualities. Choc-full of useful information for someone who

is in dire need of finding a new job. It will empower your thoughts and will learn the proper attack to

questions raised by interviewee in short this book help to will increased your self confidence. Overall

I think this book will raise the effectiveness of a person's job obtaining toolkit. highly suggested read.

Good book for preparing
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